The FK-05 kit contains a complete set of parts designed as a direct retrofit for a Fanuc® VersaBell, VersaBell II or ServoBell. Designed specifically for cut-in interior and fascia, the kit offers ...

- Increased transfer efficiency (Paint savings up to 20%)
- Uses existing tool point (TCP)
- Fan pattern from 4” to 24” (10% reduction in shaping air)
- Titanium bell cup assembly designed for flow rate up to 600 cc/min.
- New and improved wash ring.
- Nickel plated outer shroud.
- Bell cup easily disassembled for cleaning
- Shaping air options:
  - Straight with 10” focal point
  - Vortex with 45°counter-rotation

Bell Cup Options

- 25-2A07 Non-serrated
- 25-2A07K Serrated